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Kashmir often considered as the jewel of India is one of the most fascinating and alluring valley set
in the lap of the famous Himalayas. The capital city of Kashmir is Srinagar which is the undulating
soul and pulse of the state. Kashmir since over centuries has gain the worldâ€™s favored and is
beholding to be the legendary beautiful valley of paradise. From the time of the British rule it had
been considered to be the summer capital for its appealing pleasant climatic condition which favors
every escaper to enjoy its mesmerizing romantic atmosphere. Today Kashmir is one of the leading
holiday destinations of India love by tourist across the globe.

Kashmir is a popular fertile region where the northern part of south Asia and the southern part of
Central Asia meet. It is the only valley of the westernmost end of the Himalayan mountain range.
The place is made much larger by joining up Jammu and Ladakh which also possess striking land
features mean for tourist exploration. Thus Kashmir tour packages are one of the most popular
packages among the tour packages of India hunted by millions of tourist every year. Kashmir
Houseboat Tour package is one of its exhilarating unbeatable fun fill packages where you can relish
the excitement of floating palaces and markets quite alluring and fascinating tourist attractions of the
state.

If you are looking for an exciting Kashmir Tours then there is no other excitements more fun and
enjoyable then the houseboat cruise in the famous awesome lakes of Kashmir. The gentle rippling
waters of the tempting Lakes and its exciting houseboat cruise are the greatest attractions hunted
by the tourist. The elegant cedar houseboat with stately living quarters, drawing and dining rooms
craved with wooden furniture gorgeous looking with glowing embroidered rugs and fabrics makes it
one of the most cozy houseboats that you can ever imagine. The large windows of the houseboats
give a spectacular view of the awesome scenery of the snow-covered peaks of the Himalayan
Mountains and beautiful nature of the Dal Lake fully adorned with lotus flower where your
imagination seems floating on the bed of flowers. You can combined the stimulating ecstasy of the
heavenly ambience of peace and serenity to rejuvenate your mind and body to start afresh your
days after the holiday trip. Thus it not only satisfies your eyesight but entertains your mind and body
at the same time to refresh you with the zeal of life.

So if you are looking for different way from the regular holiday excitements you can obviously go for
it and enjoy the health of mind and body and make your trip unique and worthy. There are also
adventure extraordinary excitements offered by Kashmir tour packages you can still look for it and
plan it for future adventurous exploration in this mesmerizing tourist favorite valley of Kashmir. The
packages a sure you with the best guarantee for successful holiday trip making. Do not forget to go
for it to make your tour experience much more fun and enjoyable and easy access at the same time
with less hectic. It awaits for you come and relish tours like never before in this fascinating tourist
land of Kashmir.
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Raj Mehta is an eminent analyst and writer in Travel & Tourism related topics. He has authored may
books on tour guide a Kashmir Holiday Packages and a Ladakh Tour Package.
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